Background Open-source software (OSS) is becoming fashionable in health and social care, although the ideas are not new. However, progress has been slower than many had expected. Objective The purpose is to summarise the Free/Libre Open Source Software paradigm in terms of what it is, how it impacts users and software engineers and how it can work as a business model in the health and social care sectors. 
InTROduCTIOn
Open source in health and social care is more than 50 years old. 1,2 It is also referred to as Free/Libre Open Source Software. The Internet runs largely on open-source software (OSS), as do some successful EHR systems, such as VistA in the USA 3 and openMAXIMS in the UK. 4 NHS England has introduced an OSS programme. 5, 6 However, it has taken time for OSS to become mainstream in health and social care. 7, 8 Predictions that health and social services would rapidly adopt OSS proved to be premature. 9 The objective of this paper is to summarise the opensource paradigm in terms of what it is, how it impacts users and software engineers and how it can work as a business model.
MeThOd
This paper is a critical synopsis of Eric Raymond's seminal book The Cathedral and the Bazaar, developed over a 15-year period. The original version of the paper was prepared soon after the book was published in 1999. 10 Direct quotes from the book are used liberally, without reference to specific passages. Raymond's achievement was to provide an early easy-to-read account of what others have subsequently described in more detail, although it has been criticised for appearing to be more innovative than it is. 11 The cathedral in the title is a direct reference to Fred Brooks' 'must read' classic The Mythical Man-Month, originally published in 1975. 12 Brooks praises the conceptual integrity Reims' Cathedral and contends that conceptual integrity is the most important consideration in system design (original italics), which must proceed from one mind, or from a very small number of agreeing resonant minds, needing a topdown approach to software development. The Mythical ManMonth represents the established wisdom of the waterfall software development method, which Raymond challenges.
In presenting a metaphor of bazaar development against that of cathedral building, Raymond offers open source as an alternative way of working. He defines open source as the process of systematically harnessing open development and decentralized peer review, in order to lower costs and improve software quality. He describes how this method of 'cooperative software development effectively overturns Brooks' Law (adding manpower to a late software project makes it later) leading to unprecedented levels of reliability and quality on individual projects'.
The book is structured around three long essays: 14 Raymond proposes a set of aphorisms about effective open-source development. The most important ones are listed below in four groups in a revised order. Note that many of these ideas are now mainstream in modern software methodologies. Furthermore, most health care users are risk averse, not keen to be part of a development project and intolerant of software bugs.
Starting off
• Every good work of software starts by scratching the developer's personal itch.
• To solve an interesting problem, start by finding a problem that is interesting to you.
• If you have the right attitude, interesting problems will find you.
Working with users and co-developers
• Release early, release often and listen to or your customers.
• Given a large enough beta tester and co-developer base, almost every problem will be characterised quickly and the fix be obvious to someone. • Treating your users as co-developers is your leasthassle route to rapid improvement.
• If you treat your beta-testers as if they are your most valuable resource, they will respond by becoming your most valuable resource.
• The next best thing to having good ideas is recognizing good ideas from your users. Sometimes, the latter is better.
• Provided the development coordinator has a medium at least as good as the Internet, and knows how to lead without coercion, many heads are better than one.
design and development
• Perfection in design is achieved not when there is nothing more to add, much rather when there is nothing more to take away.
• Any tool should be useful in the expected way, but a truly great tool lends itself to uses you never expected.
In the jobs market, open software makes it easier for a potential employer to review a candidates abilities as an employee. This provides an additional incentive for programmers to demonstrate their capabilities.
In the absence of survival issues, reputation enhancement becomes a driving goal. This behaviour is also found in academia and amongst clinicians, which is why it is particularly well suited to health computing.
Raymond suggests that a gift culture may be the optimal way to cooperate for generating (and checking) high-quality creative work. Support comes from psychological studies on the interaction between art and reward.
The MAGIC CAuLdROn
The third essay, The Magic Cauldron, addresses the issues of how open-source development can sustain itself in a conventional market economy -how to make money at it. First, we must recognise that open source implies that the software is free as in 'free speech' not 'free beer', or in French libre, not gratis.
Software is a service industry operating under the delusion that it is a manufacturing industry (factory model). This encourages price structures that are way out of line with the actual development costs.
However, most of a software project's whole-life costs accrue in maintenance, support and extensions (services). Therefore, the common price policy of charging a high, fixed purchase price and low service fees leads to results that serve all parties poorly. The incentives cut against a vendor offering good after-sales service.
Raymond asserts that if the vendor's money comes from selling products, most effort will go to making products superficially attractive and shoving them out the door. The help desk, which is not a profit centre, becomes a dumping ground for the least effective staff. Using the product leads to service calls, which cut into profit margins, unless you charge for service. This incentivises 'shelfware' that is sufficiently well marketed to make sales, but useless and not used in practice.
In contrast, open source seeks the largest possible user base to maximise feedback and promote vigorous secondary markets. This suggests a price structure founded on service contracts or subscriptions and the continuing exchange of value between the vendor and the customer. The price a consumer pays is related to the expected future value of vendor service (original italics), where service is construed broadly to include enhancements, upgrades and follow-on projects. This forces open-source suppliers towards a service-fee dominated world.
The following example provides an economic explanation of what makes sustainable cooperation. Consider a person using OSS who makes a modest but useful improvement to a program (a patch). There is no market for such patches, so he has two options: to sit on the patch or to throw it into the pool for free. Sitting on the patch gains nothing. Indeed, it incurs a future cost -the effort involved in a remerging the patch into the source base for each new release. On the other hand, throwing the patch into the pool may also gain nothing, or it • Often, the most striking and innovative solutions come from realising that your concept of the problem was wrong.
• Good programmers know what to write -great ones
know what to re-engineer. • Plan to throw one away; you will anyway (Fred Brooks).
• Smart data structures with dumb code works a lot better than the other way around.
• When writing gateway software of any kind, take pains to disturb the data stream as little as possible and never throw away information unless the recipient forces you to.
• A security system is only as secure as it is secret.
Beware of pseudosecrets.
Finally
When you lose interest in a program, your last duty to it is to hand it off to a competent successor.
hOMeSTeAdInG The nOOSPheRe
The second essay Homesteading the Noosphere discusses the culture, ownership and control of OSS projects. Governance structures have a powerful impact on the motivation and actions of participants, with freedom being generally correlated with motivation. 15 The noosphere refers to 'the world of all possible ideas, of which programming projects are a (very) small subset.' The noosphere should not be confused with cyberspace, which is the real world of networks and computers. Raymond suggests that when someone founds a new open-source project, this is analogous to building a homestead on the frontier, and hence 'homesteading the noosphere'.
The ownership and property rights of OSS projects are like land property rights on the frontier. The open source culture has an elaborate set of ownership customs, supported by three taboos:
• Do not allow a project to fork (split into competing projects).
• Do not distribute changes without the co-operation of the moderators (this is usually specified by the open source licence).
• Never remove a person or company's name from the project's history or credits list.
The 'owner' of a software project has the exclusive right, recognised by the community at large, to redistribute modified versions. There are three ways to become an owner, one is to found the project, second is to have ownership of the project handed to you by the previous owner (passing the baton), and the third way is to adopt an orphan. Raymond suggests that programmer motivation in an open-source project is governed by what anthropologists describe as a gift culture. Participants in a gift culture seek to enhance their status by contributing to the common good. Status is determined by one's reputation among one's peers. may encourage reciprocal giving from others that will address some of your problems in the future. It may also enhance the reputation and status of both the individual contributor and their employer. Overall, sharing is the better option.
Raymond outlines nine business models to create niches in which open-source development can flourish, two not-forprofit and seven for-profit models. With closed source software, your key business processes are executed by opaque blocks of bits that you cannot even see inside (let alone modify) -you have lost control of your business. You need your supplier more than your supplier needs you -and you will pay and pay, and pay again for that power imbalance. You pay in higher prices, you pay in lost opportunities, and you pay for lock-in that grows over time as the supplier tightens its hold. In no other industry are the products deliberately kept secret when that secrecy cannot be justified by safety or security concerns.
Contrast this with open source. You have the source code and no one can take it away from you. You now have multiple service companies bidding for your business. You even have the option of building your own support organisation if that looks less expensive than contacting out. The logic is compelling; closed source code is a strategic business risk that is unacceptable if there is an open-source alternative.
Commercial companies can make money out of OSS by charging for services such as distribution, installation, support, warranties and tailoring. These fees are likely to have some relation to the costs involved. The up-front licence fees charged for closed-source software are out of line with the cost structure.
One route forward for public sector funding would be to require that all software developed at the public's expense be licensed as open source. 16 Licensing the software as open source provides more protection for the taxpayer than copyright law.
The sharing culture ethos of the open-source movement fits well with that of health and social care.
